ATLA and Odyssey Networks Announce Content Partnership

~ATLA Religion Database® links to selected ON Scripture – The Bible™ videos~

Chicago, IL and New York, NY, November 18, 2015 -- The American Theological Library Association (ATLA) is pleased to announce a new partnership with Odyssey Networks. Through this new partnership, users of the ATLA Religion Database® will be able to find links to selected key videos from Odyssey’s ON Scripture – The Bible™, a multimedia resource for clergy, lay leaders and anyone interested in exploring the relationship between the Bible and our lives today.

Maria Stanton, Director of Production at ATLA commented, “We are thrilled to announce this partnership with Odyssey Networks. By including the links to the short-form videos in our premier database, we continue to expand our breadth and depth of trusted non-print resources.”

Nick Stuart, President of Odyssey Networks added “The idea of being able to bring this dynamic video and text resource that shines the insights of Scripture onto the main news issues of the day to thousands more people through partnership with ATLA is so exciting. ATLA’s authority and reputation made them the perfect partner to provide a new way for people to get this dynamic combination of video and top biblical scholarship.”

About ATLA
Established in 1946, the American Theological Library Association (ATLA) is a professional association of over 800 individual, institutional, and affiliate members providing programs, products and services for theological and religious studies libraries and librarians. ATLA offers a prestigious product line of electronic resources to support the scholarly study of religion and theology, including the ATLA Religion Database® (ATLA RDB®), ATLASerials® (ATLAS®) and ATLA Catholic Periodical and Literature Index® (ATLA CPLI®). For more information visit http://www.atla.com.

About Odyssey Networks:
For 28 years Odyssey Networks has been using cutting edge technology to share the insights of religion and Scripture through visual media. From running the Multifaith cable Channel VISN in the 1990’s to the faith based video app “Call on Faith” and award winning documentaries and films including the national Daytime Emmy nominated show “The American Bible Challenge”, Odyssey has made sure faith is seen and talked about in the lecture hall, the congregation and in the public square.
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